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Ansley Lancourt

From: Chiara Giamberardini
Sent: Thursday, 06 December, 2018 3:01 PM
To: Ansley Lancourt
Subject: IRC13: FOR FEEDBACK: FFD - Update on global and regional initiatives 
Attachments: Attachment 1a BN on GISD network FINAL.DOCX; Attachment 1a.bis BN on GISD network 

FINAL_RCNYO comments.docx; Attachment 1b Concept Note on SDG mapping_3 Dec2018
_MV.DOCX; Attachment 1c Mapping of UN system initiatives with the private sector and investors 
FINAL.DOCX; Attachment 2 RCNYO Director presentation ESCWA Conference on IFF 28 Nov 
2018.pdf; Attachment 3a Roadmap Discussion Points Matrix rev mgm.docx; Attachment 3b SG Fin 
Strategy Roadmap_RCNYO 061118.docx; Attachment 4 Action Points - 5 Nov 2018 ReCs FFD focal 
points VTC IRC 13.docx

Ansley, could you please archive IRC 13 as well as email and other attachments? 
Thanks, Chiara 
 
Chiara Giamberardini 
Programme Management Officer  
Regional Commissions New York Office  
Office: S‐1506 
Tel: +1 212 963 0217  
Cell: +1 917 443 1955 
Email: giamberardini@un.org 
 

From: Amr Nour  
Sent: Wednesday, 05 December, 2018 5:15 PM 
To: Daniel Titelman <daniel.titelman@cepal.org>; Hamza Ali Malik <malikh@un.org>; Adam Elhiraika 
<elhiraika@un.org>; Mohamed El Moctar Mohamed El Hacene <elhacene@un.org>; Jose Palacin Lucio 
<jose.palacin@un.org> 
Cc: Alicia Barcena <alicia.barcena@cepal.org>; Vera Songwe <vera.songwe@un.org>; Armida Salsiah Alisjahbana 
<armida.alisjahbana@un.org>; Olga Algayerova <olga.algayerova@un.org>; Mounir Tabet <mounir.tabet@un.org>; 
Romain Zivy <romain.zivy@cepal.org>; Maria Ortiz Perez <maria.ortiz@cepal.org>; Sudip Ranjan Basu <basu@un.org>; 
Kaveh Zahedi <zahedi@un.org>; Hong Joo Hahm <hahm@un.org>; Paul Anthony Bunsell <paul.bunsell@un.org>; Ingrid 
Cyimana <cyimana@un.org>; Gamal Ibrahim <ibrahim‐eca@un.org>; Habiba Ben Barka <benbarka2@un.org>; Roula 
Majdalani <majdalani@un.org>; Hisham Taha <tahah@un.org>; Monika Linn <monika.linn@un.org>; Nicola Koch 
<koch@un.org>; Maria Yera Ortiz De Urbina Rodriguez <yera.ortizdeurbina@un.org>; Chiara Giamberardini 
<giamberardini@un.org>; Grace Puliyel <puliyel@un.org>; RCNYO1 <rcnyo1@un.org>; Tientip Subhanij 
<subhanij@un.org>; Karim Khalil <khalil31@un.org>; Mohanad Al‐Musawi <al‐musawi@un.org> 
Subject: FOR FEEDBACK: FFD ‐ Update on global and regional initiatives  
 
Dear Colleagues, 

  

I am writing to update you on recent FFD related global and regional initiatives where your kind action and 

feedback is needed.  
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1. Global Investors for Sustainable Development (GISD) network and SDG Mapping 

  

On 20 November, DESA invited the directors of select UNDS entities (UNDP, UNCTAD, RCNYO, Global 

Compact) to a meeting to brainstorm on two interlinked initiatives that DESA is currently preparing to support 

the implementation of the SG’s financing strategy and realization of the overall objectives of the AAAA. EOSG 

also attended (the entities are the same previously  invited by EOSG to develop the three year Road Map for 

the SG Strategy on Financing the 2030 ASD).  

  

The first initiative is the establishment of the Global Investors for Sustainable Development (GISD) network, to 

be convened by the SG, which will comprise a global selection of CEOs with the aim to address incentives and 

practices in the financial and corporate sectors that would potentially impact the volumes of long-term finance 

and investment available for the SDGs. 

  

The second initiative is a Mapping that is intended to help institutional investors assess whether their 

investment portfolios are aligned with the SDGs and ultimately influence the way investors make their 

decisions and incentivize companies to align their practices with sustainable development objectives. 

  

Please see attached the Concept Notes of the two initiatives shared by DESA yesterday (Attachments 1a, 1b, 

1c), as well as RCNYO preliminary comments (Attachment 1a.bis).Grateful if you could convey to me any 

comments you may have no later than 12 noon (NY time), Friday, 7 December. With apologies for the 

short deadline urged by DESA.  

  

2. First Arab Forum on Financing for Development (ESCWA, Beirut 28-29 Nov 2018) 

  

ESCWA held its First Arab Forum on Financing for Development, which focused on Financing Sustainable 

Development and Curbing Illicit Financial Flows on 28 and 29 November 2018. I participated upon ESCWA 
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kind invitation and made a presentation on global impediments to domestic resource mobilization (Attachment 

2). 

  

The deliberations and panels in the Forum were enriched through multiple stakeholders including Ministers of 

Finance, representatives of Central Banks, law enforcement institutions dealing with issues of IFFs, 

parliamentarians, academia, think tanks and civil society.  

  

To my mind, the success of the First Arab Forum on FFD validated RCNYO proposal for ReCs to 

proceed to institutionalize, elevate or consolidate, as appropriate, their various forums dealing with 

issues of FFD in annual regional forums that would feed into the global forum on FFD on one hand and into 

their respective regional forums on sustainable development on the other hand. I have spoken to the 

Coordinator at the margin of her participation yesterday in the PGA HLE on MICs and she is fully in 

agreement with such need, notably in the context of a stronger repositioning for the ReCs in the 

context of the UNDS reform. She encourages the ReCs to include the regional Forums on FFD in their 

upcoming 2020 Budget Proposals. The matter maybe further revisited, if need be, in an upcoming meeting 

of the ESs.  

  

  

3. Roadmap to the SG Financing Strategy for the 2030 Agenda 

  

A meeting of the UNSDG Core Group of Principals on Finance took place on 9 November. Ms. Barcena 

attended as Coordinator of the ReCs. In preparation for that meeting, ODSG prepared a zero draft (Attachment 

3a) meant to serve as a very initial framework to further the discussion on the roadmap to the SG Financing 

Strategy for the 2030 Agenda. It builds on inputs provided by the Core Group’s “sherpas” including largely on 

the input RCNYO had provided following the VTC with the ReCs FFD focal points (Attachment 3b).  

  

It should be noted that the zero draft roadmap matrix was not circulated to the Principals on Finance for their 9 

November meeting as it is still work in progress. In this context, please provide to RCNYO no later than cob 
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12 Dec any comments you may have on the matrix including information on any actions / ongoing or 

planned initiatives that you are undertaking and you deem fit to include in the matrix (Attachment 3a).  

  

4. Action points of the 5 Nov video-conference of the ReCs FFD focal points with RCNYO 

  

Finally, I am attaching for your record the action points of the 5 November video-conference of the ReCs FFD 

focal points, which covered some of the issues above.Your attention is kindly brought to any 

pending/ongoing actions agreed during the VTC.  

  

 With best regards, 

 

AN 

 

Amr Nour 

Director 

Regional Commissions NY Office 

www.regionalcommissions.org 

  

  


